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In the News
amightygirl.com:

"Send Nudes": A New
Study Shows How
Often Boys Pressure
Girls For Explicit
Photos
A recent study has shown just
how common it is for teen boys to coerce or threaten girls into sending nude pictures:
an analysis of 500 accounts from 12- to 18-year-old girls about negative experiences
sexting found that two-thirds of them had been asked to provide explicit images - and
that the requests often progressed from promises of affection to "anger displays,
harassment and threats." In an article about the study for The New York Times,
psychologist Lisa Damour writes, "Teenagers are drafted into a sexual culture that
rests on a harmful premise: on the heterosexual field, boys typically play offense and
girls play defense... Most schools and many parents already tell teenagers not to send
sexualized selfies. But why don't we also tell adolescents to stop asking for nude photos
from one another?"

READ MORE >

Different Viewpoints
A series of short articles from different age groups and their perspective on health
education as they see it.

Vaping-The 21st Century's Smoking by Payton Stifflear
There are only a few things I can still remember from my
elementary school and middle school curriculums, as details of
the Oregon Trail, rules of geometry, and the organs' functions
have slipped my mind with the beginning of every new school
year. Although a few things have been hammered into my
mind year after year, and among square roots, the
mitochondria's function, and the oxford comma, the dangers
of smoking occupy a permanent place in my mind. Despite my
peers and I being told, year after year, of the manipulation of
cigarette companies and death sentence that comes with it, I
find myself in the midst of a revival of smoking, with the rise
of vaping.

READ MORE >

From the Experts
Relationship Education: Necessary in a Murky World
by Edith Lule

February is Teen Dating Violence
Awareness and Prevention Month.
According to BreaktheCycle.org, one
in three high school students will
experience physical or sexual
violence, or both, by someone they
are dating. It's hard to imagine that
this could be the reality for some
teenagers, but statistics like this
highlight the need to educate young
people on healthy relationships what does it mean to be in a healthy
relationship and maybe more
importantly, what does it mean to
be in an unhealthy relationship?

READ MORE >

In the News
Partnership for Drug-Free Kids:

Odds of Dying From Opioid Overdose Now Greater Than
Vehicle Crash Death
Americans are more likely to die of an
accidental opioid overdose than a motor
vehicle crash for the first time in U.S.
history, according to the National Safety
Council (NSC).
In a new analysis, the NSC found the odds
of dying accidentally from an opioid
overdose have increased to one in 96,
compared with one in 103 for a motor
vehicle crash, NPR reports.
"We've made significant strides in overall longevity in the United States, but we are
dying from things typically called accidents at rates we haven't seen in half a century,"
Ken Kolosh, manager of statistics at NSC, said in a news release. "We cannot be
complacent about 466 lives lost every day. This new analysis reinforces that we must
consistently prioritize safety at work, at home and on the road to prevent these dire
outcomes."

VISIT SITE >

Support the Human Race
5K Walk/Run
Saturday, April 27
Downers Grove, IL
The Human Race is an annual event to
support the many non-profit
organizations in DuPage county...of which your favorite Health Education
Center is one! You can register to participate OR you can take a look at
friends that are participating and sponsor them!

LEARN MORE >

Meet the Team
Laura Schwartz - Business Development Manager

Laura joined the Robert Crown Center for Health
Education as the Business Development Manager in
September of 2017. Prior to joining RCC, Laura
worked in business development for Orange Theory
Fitness in La Grange while raising her three children.
Early in her career, Laura taught 5th grade in
Riverside, Illinois after graduating with a Bachelor of
Science degree from the University of Dayton.
Growing up in the western suburbs, Laura has had the
unique perspective of attending RCC when she was a 5th grader herself,
bringing her 5th grade students to RCC as a teacher, and being a parent of a
student who recently attended RCC programs.

Meet Our Board
Mick Kane
Mick Kane is a partner and National Service Line Leader for
Deloitte's US R&D and Government Incentives practice. He
has been with Deloitte for over 21 years serving clients in
multiple industries including consumer products, energy, life
science and financial services. Mick received his Bachelor
of Arts degree in Accounting from the University of
Northern Iowa, his Masters of Business Administration from
Drake University, and is a CPA. He serves on several
leadership committees for Deloitte Tax including partner
admissions, national training, recruiting and has additional
operational responsibilities. He and his wife Terri, live in
Hinsdale with their son's Austin and Alex.
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